Lee White | Shows
Sincerely Yours
with Maja Dekleva Lapajne (SLO) and Hannu Risku (FIN)
A performance that deals with love relationships deeply and honestly. It avoids
romanticism and "true love" concepts. More than cliche and romantic comedy
approaches, it is interested in vivid fleshy relationships. Love, which always includes
some frustration and hatred; passion, which includes some violence, even if just in small
actions and words. The tender mixture between personal and fictional creates a special
state for performers, sometimes being inspired by true material generously given to
them by the audience, sometimes by their own thoughts, feelings and experiences
around relationships and sometimes by the past between the three of them or the
exact moment of how they are with each other on stage.
The Lorilees
with Inbal Lori (ISR)
She is pure energy and flips through versatile characters that leave you astonished. He
is the grand teller of stories from real to fictional to the hilariously absurd. Together they
are the hottest improv duo in Berlin – The Lorilees. Combining their talents to bring you
double the pleasure. They do the unexpected and turn the world upside down. Never
afraid to dive into hard topics, their improv styles mash together with power and grace.
Marked
with Daniel Orrantia (COL)
These two dynamic performers seem so opposite. One a master of physical surrealism.
The other champion of slow and easy storytelling. Together Daniel O (Picnic Colombia)
and Lee W (Crumbs Canada) weave bizarre, hilarious and yet honest stories inspired by
the art inked on the audience's skin. Those personal designs take on new meaning when
these two explore what people choose to wear forever. The unusual pairing makes for
an unusual comedic explosion you won’t want to miss.
No Exit
with Marko Mayerl (FR) and Matthieu Loos (FR)
Three actors raising the bar of longform improvisation: it all happens in one place,
chronologically. Three actors for the whole time of the play, committed to each other.
No entrance – no exit. Nobody can join them, and nobody can leave. When space and
time is limited, the improv players have to develop their stories and questions only from
the characters and their relationship to each other – and they have to find the exit on
the inside. A touching, entertaining and yet beautifully serious improvisation
about the dark sides of relationships.
Paradigm
with Joe Bill (USA)
Two heroes of Northernamerican Improv theater tell stories. Paradigm pays tribute to
the classical American Improv-school. And Lee (Winnipeg) found his congenial
counterpart in Joe from Chicago. Together they show high level storytelling. They keep
you attached but also provoke with their energetic, loud and once in a while radical
figures and storylines. True to the motto: We do anything we want.

Lee White | Shows
Your 15 Minutes of Fame
with audience members
An improv night with you as the star! Lee White invites audience members who have no
stage experience to join him on stage. This show is an inspiration for the spectators to
try something new and be rewarded for taking risks. The result is always moving and
surprising, for both the observers and those who dare to get up there. Its just magical to
watch people who think they can’t do something try and succeed.
Lee guides them through improvised scenes on stage, proving his special gift for letting
his partners shine in a funny, touching and alway unique show.
Your 15 minutes of fame“ is very much inspired and influenced by the work of "Theatre
X" and Stephen McIntyre in Winnipeg, Canada.

